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Introduction
There are many things learnt at school. There are many ways of

teaching them. To be effective the imagination of the pupil must first be
engaged.

The National School Sailing Association believes that sailing can be
one of the most engaging activities and that it can, therefore, be a most
effective vehicle for teaching almost anything at school. Sailing can put
life into the traditional disciplines, history, mathematics, geography etc.
but its real value is in the hidden curriculum. What has been called

Personal and Social Education. Such things as the ability to get on
with yourself and others. It is in these areas which good schools strive
and try to deliver to all their pupils regardless of their academic
abilities. For these reasons, the NSSA has tried to promote sailing in
school as a vehicle for education since its formation over 30 years ago.

Sailing is not an inexpensive activity. This has led to the formation
of many local school sailing associations which pool the resources of
different schools and make use of the good will and enthusiasm of
teachers to facilitate sailing within the school environment.

Today, however, there are difficulties. Those who first formed the
NSSA and have been its enthusiastic supporters in the past are
reaching the age of retirement. There are many more activities to
choose from and the presentation and representations they make are
more forceful. There are greater demands on teachers and there is a
different ethos, these days products are packaged and purchased, the
idea of working and creating something for yourself is seen as
somewhat old fashioned. Money is short. Time is short. Enthusiasm is in
short supply.

These are challenges. The purpose of this booklet is to help those
who like a challenge. It attempts to articulate the value of sailing to
young people and show that it still provides a valuable educational tool.
With pressure from parents, staff and enthusiasts we can ensure that the
tool is used and that pupils will benefit from its use.
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T h e  N a t i o n a l  S c h o o l  S a i l i n g  Asso-
ciation promotes sailing and water based activi-
ties for young people as part of their education.
It was formed in 1961 by a small group of teach-
ers interested in sailing in schools. Membership
developed rapidly to include other educational
establishments and Local Education Authorities,
and many County Sailing Associations. A Regis-
tered Charity, it is recognised by the Department
of Education, Sports Council and the RYA. The
NSSA is run by committed teachers and educa-
tionalists, who voluntarily put in a great deal
of time and effort to help other teachers and
youngsters to get the most out of their chosen
sport.

There are many School Sailing bases through-
out the country!, staffed by well-qualified in-
structors, who can both teach youngsters and
train teachers and interested adults to teach sail-
ing. The NSSA can advise you on the location of
your nearest base or can help you in establishing
sailing at your local school. The NSSA Award
Scheme, provides a method of recording
achievement of basic skills and a progressive
programme for

youngsters learning to sail. For those young-
sters who are aiming high youngsters are select-
ed from our Championship and Regatta to
represent England and are entitled to receive
RYA National Team Gold Badges.
    Every November, the NSSA organises a resi-
dential Course Conference over a weekend for
members to meet, exchange ideas and learn
about the current trends in education as it af-
fects sport. The Annual General Meeting, is
another opportunity to exchange information.

Our Newsletter. "School Sailing Matters" is
published four times a year and sent to all mem-
bers, keeping them up to date with happenings in
Youth Sailing and teaching sailing.

These are just some of the useful services
and facilities available to members. If you work
at a school where sailing is part of the curricu-
lum, or extra curricular; if you take youngsters
sailing in your spare time; if you would like to
teach sailing; if you think that teaching young-
sters to sail gives them a useful lifetime skill
............................ JOIN THE NSSA!

Sailing offers opportunities for
 Competition

B e i n g  D e c i s i v e
M a n a g i n g  r i s k s
Visiting new places
H a r n e s s i n g  n a t u r e
Phys i ca l  deve lopmen t
Facing personal challenge
Developing self confidence
Using Science & Technology
Exhilaration
Having Fun

Collaboration
Being Patient
Relaxing
Meeting different people
Learning the power of natural forces
C h a r a c t e r  d e v e l o p m e n t

 Working in teams
 Understandine others

 Artistry in boat handling
 Discomfort

 Taking responsibility

According to Ian Mogford, Chairman of the Hertfordshire School Sailing & Canoeing
Association
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There have been major changes in the
schools system over the last few years. This is
a rough guide so that you may at least
understand some of the terms.
EXAMINATIONS

In examinations the Ordinary Level and the
General Certificate of Education (GCE) were
replaced around 1987 with GCSE's. The
General Certificate of Secondary Education
was intended to replace the divisive nature of
the previous system. (Funny that everyone now
reckons GCSE's below grade C are worthless).

Coming soon are NVQ's or GNVQ's
(National Vocational Qualifications or
General National Vocational Qualifications).
These are intended to be statements of
competence and once again overcome the failure
syndrome inherent in GCSEs. You cannot fail
NVQ's, you just fail to demonstrate the
required competence. The other theory behind
these are that they are practically based and
should give credibil i ty to the less
academic sk i l l s .  They are  supposedly
vocational, which should mean that they are
undertaken in the workplace but they do seem
to be appearing in schools. There are various
levels of these, but as they are just beginning
to be developed. The RYA is one of the
sports bodies at the forefront of development
and by the end of 1994 it should be possible
to obtain an NVQ Level 2 Sailing Instructor
Award.
SCHOOL SYSTEMS

There used to be two systems of education
in this country, either you paid to sent your
children to a Public School. or you used the state
system which was run on behalf of the
government by Local Education Authorities.

Throughout the 1960's the state school
system in this country was supposed to go
Comprehensive. In some areas the Grammar
School system survived but the general idea
was that there would be no split at 11 and we
would all be educated according to our
abilities.

At the start of the '90's we now have
Local Management of Schools and Direct Grant
Schools. The idea is that rather than waste
money in L.E.A.'s (generally County based)
schools would be more efficient if they
controlled their own budget and were paid on
a per head basis for the pupils the educate. If
they didn't like their L.E.A. they could, with
the parents backing, get out of the LEA system
completely and receive their money direct from
central government. This has produced a
difficult situation for sailing, which used
generally to be provided by the LEA as a
central facility.
THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

In 1989 the government decreed what
pupils should learn in the National
Curriculum. Tests were also introduced at the
end of "Key Stages". Teachers felt they were
overloaded and there was felt to be little time
for activities such as sailing which were not
specifically mentioned in the National
Curriculum. These problems led in early 1994
the Dearing report has recommended changes
which should bring greater flexibility to the
system. Only the future will tell if Education in
its widest sense or training to pass tests will
be the main point of going to school.

School Years
Age = Age of majority of pupils at year end
Key Age Old New
Stage 5 Nursery Reception
1 6 1 Year 1
 7 2 Year 2
2 8 3 Year 3
 9 4 Year 4
 10 5 Year 5
 11 6 Year 6
3 12 1st Year 7
 13 2 Year 8
 14 3 Year 9
4 15 4 Year l0
 16 5 Year 11

 17 1st Yr 6 Year 12
 18 2nd Yr 6 Year 13
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In 1991 an American student, Hayley
Hutchin, asked the members of an American
Electronic Mail service what was special about
sailing. These are some extracts from the replies
which he received, they give some flavour of the
subject:-

You'd have to invoke comparison with
religious experiences, with hymns like "A Might
Fortress", with the experiencing of other music
such as "Jesu Joy ofMan's Desire," with a windy
but clear night on a mountain or on the open
plains, with diving off a high board - stuff like
that. And you still wouldn't hit it. And besides,
every time you ever go sailing you will encounter
something new, some different aspect of wind
and weather and other people. The only other
activity, in my experience, which is comparable
is flying on a summer morning with small cumulus
just forming, or on a clear summer evening after
a heavy thunderstorm has drenched all the area
around.

Sailing is a challenge - always, and every
time. Whether it's ever romantic is another
question - times there are when it for damn sure
ain't so romantic, like when everything on board
is wet, including the cracker safe, and your foul
weather gear is ripped and it's turning cold, cold
and

Characteristics of a good sailer are mostly
learned, and inclu de mo stly a balanced judgmental
outlook on life, and a respect for the fact that
there's still an awful lot to learn about sailing and
the rest of life. Oh, a sense of balance and a
reasonable level of coordination are useful of
course, and the ability to tell which way the wind
is blowing, and enough weather sense to see a
squall coming, and the eyesight to see the wind
vane and the brain to interpret what you see
-stuff like that - can help.

Clint Chamberlain

What is sailing? Sailing is a way of learning to
cooperate with nature rather than overcome it.
If you try to overcome nature on a sailboat. you
are doomed to failure, and perhaps worse. If you

learn to cooperate, you are blessed with a lot of
memories ...

... Alone at night on the helm, the sky
filthy with stars, a slow moon rising and the
soft sigh of whales and porpoises surfacing
around you to find out who you are.

... the soft swish of 200 fathoms of water
moving past your ear on the other side of the
hull as you nod off to sleep in a quarterberth
or a vee-berth.

the quiet talk on deck at night.
the gutwrenching challenge of finding

yourself in REAL TROUBLE and having to
quickly figure out how to deal with it.

.  the pure mathematics of  locating
yourself somewhere upon 7/8ths of the earth's
surface, using your skill, your intuition, your
knowledge, and your limited equipment

This could go on endlessly, but you begin
to get the idea, I think.

Roger Honkanen

It is hard to describe the feeling of sailing.
The mix of serenity of a quiet day ghosting under
the spinnaker. As well as the adrenaline rush of
a racing starting line. Add to this the feeling
while caught in a major squall, or the peace of a
cup of coffee (sorry had to throw that in) on a
misty morning on the Eastern Flyway in the fall.

Sailing is very challenging, overall for me
one of the most challenging things that I've tried.
And remember I've tried a lot of challenging
things. Romantic it can be. but I don't see it as a
romantic challenge (whatever that may really
be). The romance is there but must be tempered
with a healthy respect of the dangers involved.

A good sailor has balance between boldness
and caution. Reasonable intelligence, and some
athletic ability. I think that good visualisation
skills are important, you have to adjust things to
an invisible medium.

You never know everything about sailing,
but you do master it.

By master, I mean that you can, with proper
precautions, sail to where you want to go at the
time you want to do it, safely.
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Terry Carraway

Sailing is like flying (as in bird, not airplane).
You feel the wind and the water slide by. You
hear it sigh and gurgle. The creak of the rigging.
The cry of the gulls. It's also the scream of the
squall I got caught in last July! Buckets of water
thrown in my face. Being wet, cold, and
somewhat scared in the middle of the summer.
Visibility hardly out of the cockpit. It was a
struggle to keep the boat in one place.

A good sailor is careful, daring, attentive,
constantly learning yet sure of him(her)self
These things are acquired, and continue to be
acquired for the rest of your life (or you're no
longer a good sailor).

The captain of a vessel has a responsibility to
both the vessel and the crew. This is not only a
moral responsibility, but, I think, a legal one.

Any sailor can come up with a good course
of action for a particular situation. The captain
must choose the right one. After all, it is his
responsibility.

George Dinwiddie

A couple of characteristics of a good sailor.
1. Acknowledgement (at least tacit) that

there are several "right" answers to most sailing
problems, and often two or more of them are the
"most right" It takes many folks a while to
accept that just because they know A way to do
something, that does not preclude someone else
doing that same thing a different correct way.

2. An ability to see what the ACTUAL prob-
lem to be solved is, as opposed to what you are
working on at the moment. [I've learned what
I know of this one mostly by example from a
super Captain, although I've come up with
some examples of my own.] This ability is highly
useful ashore, too.

John Baxter
A captain has a moral and a legal duty to

attend to the safety and comfort of his crew. I
believe it 's almost like "in loco parentis"
obligation...

On top of all that, a captain should have
"leadership" qualities, whatever that nebulous

National School Sailing Association
term means. To put it more simply, he
should be able to do anything he requires of his
crew...perhaps not as skilfully, but adequately_

You never really do master sailing. When-
ever you think you done that Mother Nature
and Father Neptune have nasty surprises for
you.

Charles Goebel

POETRY
From work done at Debdale Sailing Centre

BOATS
A sail held by hand and I took the rudder
We stayed there waiting for a helpful breeze
There was peace all around us.
Birds were singing and people quietly chatting
We saw other boats go lazily by.
Very slowly we zigzagged across the busy lake.
At last we got to the other side.

Five of us were paddling in the green and blue canoe.
All of us excited. stepping on each other.
"That side stop. This side carry on. Watch out!
Splish. splash. People try to splash US!
But we'll get them back. Smile for the camera.
Click! Paddling with might we tried to catch each other.
At last we got to the bank again

Bravely we stepped into the rescue boat
and Really excited we sat on the bottom.
Holding tight to the ropes, the boat jumped away
Brim brim, went the engine. "Faster, faster!"
We screamed at the top of our voices!
Hitting the waves. we bounced up and
down. At last we got to the bank again.

Nina &Inityaz aged 10



OUTDOOR & ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

From a study group at the NSSA Conference 1994, Manchester

G r o u p  Ch a i r m an  -  Les l ey  Bu lm er ,  Lan cas h i r e  S S A

VOYAGES OF EXPLORATION 1450-1550 - Key Stage 2

Begin with trip to Outdoor Education Centre to plan a voyage, build a

raft and sail

T ime  Sca le  1  t e rm

N.B. It is important not to have overkill or the enthusiasm will wane

PERSONAL SKILLS SOCIAL SKILLS PHYSICAL SKILLS

Planning a voyage
Researching
Ability to sail
Diet
Hygiene

Co-operation
Team Building
Leading and being led
Discipline - the need for it

Swimming
Paddling
Building
Designing Craft - Rafts
Group work i.e.
1. Sailing
2. Building raft
3. Drawing map

SAFETY EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES RESOURCES

Buoyancy Aids
Clothing
Weather conditions

Consideration to
non-swimmers
Open to everyone

Equipment
Compasses
Maps
Charts
Boat
Supplies
TV Programmes



OUTDOOR & ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SCIENCE

Creative Writing
Life on board ship
Poetry
Rhyme of the Ancient
Mariner

Navigation
Use of Sextant
Depth sounding
Compass work

Weather conditions
Floating or sinking
Wind technology

GEOGRAPHY HISTORY ART

Voyages, Map work
First maps, Globes
Charts, Weather
Contours of lake

Voyages of Exploration
Columbus
Marco Polo
Aztecs

Boat designs
Aztec art
Metallic work, Gold
designs
Clay work, Feather work
Jewellery (Jade)

MUSIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGY US EDUCATION

Early Instruments
Sea Shanties

Early designs of boat
Use of wind power on boat
Paddle boats
Rowing boats
Sailing boats

Early civilisations
Aztecs, Sacrifices
Compare to story of
Abraham & Isac

LANGUAGES PHYSICAL EDUCATION DANCE

Forced local populations to
learn Spanish
How did people
communicate
without language

Sailing
Outdoor & Adventurous
activities
Orienteering
Problem solving

Aztec dances
Dances on board ship

DRAMA ENVIRONMENTAL ED. INDUSTRY/ECONOMIC

Life in Aztec times
A day in the life of a
Seaman on a long voyage
Sacrifices
Montezuma

Comparison with perceived
pollution then to now
Look at local pond

Bartering, No use of money
Strict division of labour
Status of craftsmen

HEALTH EDUCATION CITIZENSHIP INFORMATION TECH.

Conditions on board
Lack of good food
Illness, Death, Scurvy
1.5 Pints of wine/day
Aztecs introduce chocolate

The watch system
Aztec social system

Log of voyages
Newspaper reports



Shawgrove School for the visually
impaired:-

A cross-curricular training day was held by
the Manchester  Teachers '  Advisory Service
covering the advantages of a school taking part in
an activity with opportunities for work in all
parts of the curriculum. The whole school was then
given the chance to spend two separate days at
Debdale Water Park. This was quite surprising
considering our school consisted of  twenty
visually impaired children, two blind ones and a
blind teacher on teaching practice. The staff paid
an exciting preliminary visit to the centre.

As the day of the school visit grew near, we
decided that some of the classes would make
some cakes for us all to eat together with the
sandwiches and packet soups which we were
taking to warm us up. It was also decided to make
it a family day by inviting parents to join us. Apart
from using the experience for further work in the
school curriculum, we particularly wanted to see
how children reacted to the demanding experience,
how they interacted with each other and how
they related to the Debdale staff and other adults.
It was a whole school activity with all the staff,
five parents and the school caretaker coming with
us! This is what some of the participants thought of
the day.-

"The idea of floating more than twenty children
aged 4-11 with varying degrees of sight from nil to
registered partially sighted with an equal number
of adults who had slight or no experience of
sailing might seem bizarre, if not outright
irresponsible. The reality was exciting, as every
child and almost every adult took to the water in
canoes, Optimist dinghies with hand held sails
and powerboats. The dressing seemed to last all
morning, but the traumas of preparation were
forgotten when the experience of propelling
oneself in the water with the help of very
little wind, or being propelled at high speed in
the powerboats, with wind and spray in the face
gave everyone an unforgettable day. Only

eight year old Amin, who wanted to test his life-
jacket, got really wet, although the staff did
their best to drown each other, as their canoes
came within paddle splashing distance."

Mr. H. Taylor, Headteacher.
"Debdale Park is lovely. I like the speed boats

too because they are fast but not fast enough for
me. I went on the cameos, speed boats and
Optimists. I pushed a rudder ... I want to go to
Debdale Park again." "I like the boats most - the
engine ones." "I didn't like the sailing boat
because it was too slow. I like boats that go fast. I
like speed boats"

Amin, Lee, Sophia and Gemma, Pupils
"A wonderful experience for all our children.

They did do well. It was lovely that parents were
involved too. It was great that all children and
staff were provided with wet suits, wind jackets
and buoyancy aids. The staffing was fantastic, one
to one mostly."

Mrs. J. McKnight, NN' EB
"It was lovely to see the children having such a

wonderful time doing exciting things, but with
every care taken for their safety. The older children
were given the opportunity to work independently,
planning their own activities and making decisions
- great when most decisions are made for them at
school."

Mrs. A. Ellis, Teacher
"When I saw them I had no worries at all. I

saw everyone in a different light. The way children
giggled an laughed at feeling the spray on their
glasses and the wind on their faces." "I loved
watching him. When he got home he couldn't wait
to tell his Dad." "Seeing her enjoy herself was
absolutely brilliant. The people who took them
out didn't stare. They accepted the children and
couldn't do enough for them."

Some comments from parents:-
Kevin had a very clear

opinion of the visit:
"It has been the
best day of my life!"
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Another experience
"We didn't mean to go to sea"

"Two years ago I had a class of 7 young people
aged from 12 to 16. Six had a certain amount of
vision and one had none. All were reasonable
swimmers. The Deputy Head had enjoyed a
sailing course at Debdale and suggested we went
there as a module in our BTech Foundation
course. This was an excellent choice because not
only did it prove valuable as a recreational
activity, but it also provided an unexpected
source of material for other lessons.

The advantages did not stop there because
these experiences enabled the class to work
together as a group helping each other to put
on and take off wet suits and carry boats to and
from the water. Working as a group is an
experience often unavailable to visually impaired
and blind children. The staff at Debdale could not
have been more helpful or encouraging and
quickly won the respect of the class.

The young people learnt how to paddle a two-
man canoe and a six-man Canadian canoe.
They also cut squares from a large piece of
cloth for sails, allowed the wind to blow them
away from the shore and paddled back. One of
the most memorable times for everyone was the
opportunity each person had, a few metres
from the shore, to 'fall out' several times with
increased confidence. Our blind student paddled
his canoe on his own on one occasion. How did
he know which way to go? His instructor went in
front of him in his own canoe tapping a piece of
metal! Our student was thrilled to experience
such independence.

The climax of the ten week course was the
building and sailing of a raft. This particular
day made a tremendous impact on the young
people and was discussed a long time before
the day itself and recalled with pride and
pleasure for many days afterwards. Oil drums
and stout poles were lashed together by the

class under the watchful eye of the
instructors and the raft floated. Then came the
real test as the class clambered on very gingerly.
Slowly they floated away from land amidst great
cheers from everyone.

For me, one of the highlights of the course was
the reaction of one young person who struggled
with school work, had a poor attendance record
and had bad behavioural problems. During this
course his practical abilities became self evident
and instead of being the person with the least to
offer in the classroom he became a natural leader
on his visits to Debdale. This led him to believe
in himself and his overall behaviour improved.

Looking back I can see how this course of
sailing at Debdale not only proved a highly
successful module of the BTech Foundation
course but spilled over into Mathematics,
English, RE., History, Geography, Science.
Music and Art in a very natural way. It also
enabled the young people to look at themselves
and others in a different light With the great
emphasis placed on safety rules in life and
several good discussions came naturally
out of this situation Recently, I became involved
in cross-curricular work, and when I was
approached to help to organise a two day
course for our whole school and all our staff at
Debdale I was naturally delighted, remembering
the all-round success of my previous visit."

Special Needs
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Watersports
are for Everyone

Is an RYA Booklet written by Carol
Blundell, the Head of Centre at Debdale. It is a
guide to teaching people with special needs
and aims to raise awareness of the opportunities
available to those with special needs. Proceeds
from the sale of the book go towards the Henri
Lloyd Trust
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Help young people
and s tay informed

J o i n  t h e  N S S A  a n d
receive your own copy of

by filling in this form

Please enrol me as a member of the NSSA.
q I enclose £12 for Adult / single school membership.
q £8 for Youth (under 19) membership.
q I would like details of corporate membership / local assns.

Name _________________________________________________

 Address_________________________________________________

             _________________________  Post Code ____________________

 Date of Birth _________________  Tel  ____________________

     Return to:- NSSA, 4 Green Moss, Oarthwaite Rd Windermere, LA23 2BB


